But how he had earned his Candidacy! He had shown address in outsmarting authority in Paris, in avoiding brushes with bigotry, in attacking that type of Galenism upheld by the master of Trinquet, that enraged and mighty man, Sylvius of Amiens, Galen's redoubtable Vicar on Earth. He had raised angry and dangerous questions-and threshed them out in a series of disputes-in which all the arts and entrenchments of eloquence and book-learning were on the side of Sylvius, and all the facts on the side of Vesalius.
He had fulfilled the requirements for the Doctoral Degree; within the half-year he would receive from Paris the bonnet and dignity of Doctor Medicinae. But war between France and the Empire again threatened. Vesalius, bound by every tie to the side of Clharles V, left Paris at once for Louvain, his only title, "Candidatus medicinae."
But how he had earned his Candidacy! He had shown address in outsmarting authority in Paris, in avoiding brushes with bigotry, in attacking that type of Galenism upheld by the master of Trinquet, that enraged and mighty man, Sylvius of Amiens, Galen's redoubtable Vicar on Earth. He had raised angry and dangerous questions-and threshed them out in a series of disputes-in which all the arts and entrenchments of eloquence and book-learning were on the side of Sylvius, and all the facts on the side of Vesalius.
Advised by his mentor Cardenas, Vesalius had chosen Sylvius as preceptor, because Sylvius was a peerless organizer of medical studies with a "certam methodum docendi," a mathematical mind, with a Gallic sense of form, and a flair for nomenclature. The course covered three years. In the first year came generalities, internal medicine on the basis of twelve treatises of Galen, one of Hippocrates, the third book of Paulus, and Gatinaria on fevers, with "I acknowledge no authority save the witness of my own eyes" said this champion of the visum et repertum method. "I want liberty to compare the dicta of Galen (Prince of Physicians!) with the tangible facts of bodily structure." He labored constantly to improve the technique of dissection; he tells how he thrust aside the bungling barbitonsors who, he says, "had made a mess of the eight muscles of the abdomen which they exposed in torn and sadly confused order" and how he carried on, layer by layer, dissections of the muscles, vessels, nerves, bones. Such skill with the knife had not been seen before in the city on the Seine. He performed the "Public Anatomy" of that year (and the next) single-handed and alone, solito absolutius. It was the third he had ever seen.
"I undertook to do this at the urgent request of teachers and students alike [as though Vesalius needed urging! ]. It was a pretty accurate performance, in the course of which I tried to show all the muscles of the hand." Shades of Leonardo, of Canano, whither will the ambition of this fellow lead him? Does he not know that 122 VESALIUS CELEBRATION the hand is the last test of the practised anatomist? That he knew this well, we gather from the Calcar portrait, page 6, in the Fabrica, which is also a portrait of a dissected hand and arm. He put this scene before us, in the opening pages of his book, trusting that no man would connect this symbolic portrait with his sojourn in Parisbut, barring the great beard, this action-figure fits fairly well into the scene of that first coup d'essai on the hand of which we were speaking, the "Public Anatomy" in Paris in 1535.
If one would build a new vision of the human body as the central object in the glorious order of the universe, we assume that there are various ways of going about it. Vesalius saw only one: begln by removing obstructions; liquidate the liveried bondsmen of Galen; topple Sylvius from his sphere, hurl him into the void whence he came. Delenda est Lutetia! Make a clean, clear space around, that men can see your new construction in its grand outlines, the scale of its parts. And so he was impelled in the Fabrica to dramatize and exaggerate those differences between Padua, "the most praiseworthy school in the whole world," and the schools of Paris, now grown Lilliput in retrospect, shrunk, dwindled to nothingness.
In denouncing the Paris School Vesalius was swayed by a motive as immediate as his method was direct. By 1543 he felt that the Fabrica must signalize an unequivocal break with the past, its styles, aims, and trappings. To effect this break Vesalius had only one deft stroke to make, namely, to split off the old Paris Studium and cast it in the discard. For in Paris, the vice of crass Galenism was set at its deepest. A clean break with Paris would high-light that deep-going division between his own accomplishment and what had gone before; would clear him, too, of the odium of having submitted, in his youth and inexperience, to such mean schooling in anatomy. And so, unhesitating and Rhadamanthine in censure, he dusted off the entire Paris group, with quite obliterating effect. "I recognize none of them," he declared. "There is no real teacher among them anywhere." He was ruled now by his disgusts, forgetting his old admirations for Jean Fernel, Pierre Brissot, Vassaeus, Oliverius, et alios quosdam.
There are hard terms in use in old quarrels that make us long to lay a finger pausefully on both parties to the quarrel, but mainly on him who has begun to talk for victory, abandoning the cause of truth. "Hold! Man of Wrath! A mad gambit you make, to attain your ends! The point you wish to establish is simply this: your work at Padua stands poles apart from theirs in Paris; separate it by diameters of that new solar system of Copernicus, if you will, but learn to live and let live."
But the Fleming had singled out Sylvius for slaughter, and would make an end of him. By contrast he treated his other tutor, Guenther, with gentleness, at least until 1540. "A man blessed with many gifts of mind," he says, "who has helped the cause of medicine more than anyone else." "A teacher most liberal and most learned; I received the major part of my studies from him."
Vesalius admired the promptitudinem vertendi of this veteran translator who had already made Latin renderings of close to forty treatises of Galen, Paulus Aegineta, and part of Oribasius, when Vesalius came to study with him. "He commanded a singular variety of words" is the sly comment of his pupil.
Guenther He denied all efficacy in the method of teaching Anatomy in France,--it was stupid, partial, misrepresentative, dishonest. His deflation of the Paris program was so complete, he put so ill a complexion on French medicine, that some of his contemporaries inferred (as Leonhard Fuchs did) that his three years in Paris were misspent, barren of result. Such is the view held by his biographer Roth, also, for Roth invariably takes Vesalius at face value.
We think "he does protest too much" against Paris, with too strong a taint of "Ciceronianism." Needlessly vicious of him to disparage Guenther, for whom he had real affection, yet pitilessly he drags in that awful recollection that he had never seen Guenther take knife in hand except to carve mutton at the domestic board; that glimpse, too, of old Sylvius beating a hasty retreat from the class-room to avoid witnessing the student dissections which followed his readings. Vesalius was too intent upon validating his new method, and too pressed for time, at this juncture, to allow him to be partly protective, partly beneficent.
"Lord defend me," writes Guenther in 1535, "against those who force their way into our class-rooms and with slim pretentions to learning criticise our teachings; which they cavail at but cannot correct." This was mild baiting compared with what Sylvius was undergoing from his young pace-maker and prosector Vesalius. One day the Fleming forced his teacher to confess before the whole class that he now could see (what he failed to see the day before) actual valves guarding the orifices of the great cardiac vessels. Galen, says Sylvius, states that the lower maxillary is formed of two bones. 
